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Abstract 
Both sides of the Strait are of the same root and are closely connected, but because 
of the historical and geographical factors and long-term isolation, difference in 
language usage of the two sides in political economy, culture and education, social life 
gains increasing attention by the scholars. Throughout the existing studies, scholars 
mainly analyze on some language elements from the perspective of linguistics. 
Relatively few studies put an eye on analyzing journalese expression of the cross-strait 
political news reports. This thesis chooses the mainstream newspaper media People's 
Daily and China Times as the main research objects, compares the political journalese 
expressions from both sides of the Strait, and finds out distinctive journalese 
expressions while studying cross - strait political journalese expressions. The full text 
is divided into six chapters,the author chooses the 13-month political news articles of 
People's Daily and China Times, and analyzes their expressions in order to understand 
the features of cross-strait political journalese expressions. This part focuses on the 
expressions of the unique journalese expression from both parties.Specifically in the 
third chapter, the author analyzes the four aspects of political journalese expressions 
from People's Daily in detail, namely polite gesture, parallelism, post appellation and 
Taiwan news expression. And the author analyzes the expression of attack, the 
expression of strategy, the expression of popularization and the representation of 
political symbol, which is unique in Taiwan newspapers and periodicals.  
The author analyzes the reason for the difference of journalese in Mainland and 
Taiwan and the influence of the language introduction, the different dialect system and 
the introduction of exotics on the political journalese expressions, as well as from the 
external factors such as political system, ideology and "Desinicization" in language. 
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